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Abstract
Configuration properties of observed galaxy triplets are studied with the use of the method of
configuration parameters and Agekian-Anosova configuration diagram. Statistically significant
excess of the hierarchical configurations for the galaxy triplets of the Local Supercluster (LS)
is established. The samples of the Interacting, Northern and Southern galaxy triplets do not
demonstrate the same excess. Our results testify that the model of the dark matter concentrated
in the halo of individual galaxies is convenient for dynamically young systems to which the most
of LS triplets belong, whereas the model of the dark matter concentrated in the triplet’s volume
is more convenient for the compact triplets.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, which is a continuation of our study of the properties of Local Superclusler (LS)
galaxy triplets [4, 10], we analyze the configuration properties of several observed samples of
galaxy triplets. We compare them with one another and with the data obtained by constructing
dynamical models of galaxy triplets [5, 11, 13, 17, 25] and using the dependences of kinematical
and virial characteristics of triplets on the types of their configurations. In addition to the
sample of LS triplets [4], we also consider the combined sample of Northern [9] and Southern
[8] triple systems and the sample of Interacting triplets from Vorontsov-Velyaminov’s catalog
[29] with a root-mean-square (rms) velocity of the galaxies in the group Sv < 300 km s
−1. We
give the latter samples as comparison samples, since the Northern and Southern triplets are
the only lists of isolated triplets over the whole sky and the Interacting triplets are prominent
representatives of the closest systems (some of their properties are considered in [15]).
The configuration of a galaxy triple, i.e., the shape of the triangle formed by the galaxies, is
an important characteristic of its dynamical evolution. Computer simulations of the dynamical
evolution of triple systems show that a triple spends more than half of its lifetime in a state
when two galaxies are close to one another, while the third galaxy is far from them [5, 16, 25,
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28]. This triplet configuration is called hierarchical. However, the pattern of the dark matter
distribution is of great importance in the evolutionary processes of triplets. The presence of
dark matter in the volume of a system accelerates the growth of a dynamical instability in it
and enhanced the system’s chaotization, thereby suppressing the formation of long-lived close
pairs [5, 13].
The configuration characteristics of observed and simulated galaxy triplets have been the
subject of many sludies [3, 5, 12, 16, 18, 19, 30], which revealed no excess of hierarchical
configurations in the observed triplets. The samples of 46 triplets from the list of Northern triple
systems [9] and 37 Wide triplets [16] from the catalogs [22, 26] were used as the observational
material. Only the systems that, according to Anosova’s statistical criterion [2], had the status
of physical systems were selected.
Our study is aimed not only at ascertaining the pattern of the dark matter distribution in
LS triplets, but also at augmenting the statistics of configuration properties of observed galaxy
triplet samples.
2 GALAXY TRIPLET CONFIGURATIONS
To present the configuration characteristics of galaxy triplets, we chose the convenient and
illustrative method of Agekyan and Anosova [1], which was widely used in [3, 5, 16, 18, 19, 30]:
if the sides of the triangle are normalized in such a way that the galaxies forming the largest
side have coordinates (-0.5, 0) and (0.5, 0) and the third galaxy lies inside the configuration
triangle, then the triplet configuration (its coordinates) is uniquely determined by a pair of
numbers x ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0, (x + 0.5)2 + y2 ≤ 1. If (x − 0.5)2 + y2 ≤ 1/9, then the triplet
configuration is called an hierarchical one (H); if (x−0.5)2+y2 < 4/9 and (x−0.5)2+y2 > 1/9,
y > −0.5x+ 1/4, then the configuration is called a medium one (M); if (x− 0.5)2 + y2 ≥ 4/9,
then the configuration is close to an equilateral triangle and is called a Lagrangian one (L);
if (x − 0.5)2 + y2 < 4/9 and (x − 0.5)2 + y2 > 1/9 and y ≤ −0.5x + 1/4, then the triplet
configuration is called a linear one (A).
Figure 1 presents the configuration triangles for the triplet samples under consideration.
The Northern and Southern triplets are clearly seen to be distributed more uniformly over the
diagram than the samples of LS and Interacting triplets. Figure 2 presents the distributions
of triplets in configuration types, where the relative galaxy density αi = ρ¯i/ρ¯ (ρ¯ is the mean
galaxy density in the entire configuration triangle and ρ¯i is the mean galaxy density in the ith
zone H, M, L, A) is along the y axis. We compared the observed relative galaxy density in
each zone with the simulated, randomly specified triplets by taking inio account the projection
effect (the dashed line in Fig. 2) by randomly specifying three points in a circle of unit radius
and projecting them onto a randomly oriented plane of the sky. As a result, we obtained
20000 simulated catalogs, each with Ntr triplets in the corresponding sample, for estimating
the number of triplets of different configuration types (H, M, L, A) in each of these catalogs
and estimating the mean and standard deviation among the catalogs.
We can see from Fig. 2 that the largest excess of hierarchical configurations is observed in the
LS sample (the deviation from the mean is 2.9σ). The samples presented in Figs. 2c and 2d, the
full combined catalog of Northern and Southern triplets and the presumed physical Northern
and Southern triplets with Sv < 300 km s
−1, show no statistically significant differences in the
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configurations both between themselves and with the random uniform distribution. Below, by
the sample of Northern and Southern triplets we will mean only the systems with Sv < 300
km s−1 (the same constraint as that for the interacting systems). Since the sample of Northern
and Southern triplets under consideration and the sample of triplets considered previously [3,
5, 12, 13, 17-19, 30] are subsamples of the general list of Northern and Southern triplets [8, 9],
the triplet systems in them should overlap.
To independently estimate the hierarchy and elongation of triple systems, we also used the
method of configuration parameters [3, 12]. We calculated the hierarchy, λ, and elongation, β,
parameters for the samples of observed triplets under consideration, which least depend to the
projection effect [3, 12]:
λ = 2rmin/(rint + rmax), β = pi − ϕmax, (1)
where rmin, rint and rmax are the smallest, intermediate, and largest sides in the triangle
formed by three galaxies on the celestial sphere, ϕmax is the largest angle in the triangle. In
this case, λ ∈ [0, 1], where λ = 0 corresponds to the case where the coordinates of two galaxies
coincide and the third galaxy lies at some distance from them, while λ=1 corresponds to the case
of an equilateral triangle. The elongation parameter β ∈ [0, 2pi/3], where β = 0 corresponds to
a linear configuration and β = 2pi/3 corresponds to an equilateral triangle. The mean values of
the configuration parameters, λ′ and β ′, for the observed samples for randomly specified 20000
catalogs of triplets, each with Ntr triplets within a circle of unit radius, with allowance made for
the projection effect, their standard deviations, σλ′ and σβ′ , and the deviations from the mean
in units of the rms deviation, (λ′− λ)/σλ′ and (β
′ − β)/σβ′, are presented in Table 1. Analysis
of our results leads us to conclude that the triplets from the LS sample show a strong tendency
to hierarchy (at a 4.1σ level); the Interacting triples show a weak tendency to hierarchy. Both
samples of LS and Interacting triplets also show a weak tendency to elongation, while the
Northern and Southern triplets show a very weak tendency to a Lagrangian configuration.
Table 1. Mean values of the configuration parameters of the samples of the LS, Interacting
(In) and Northern and Southern (NS) galaxy triplets
Triplet sample Ntr λ λ
′ σλ′
λ′−λ
σλ′
β β ′ σβ′
β′−β
σβ′
LS 173 0.392 0.458 0.016 4.1 0.921 1.002 0.045 1.8
In 42 0.422 0.459 0.033 1.1 0.892 1.002 0.090 1.2
NS 86 0.474 0.458 0.023 -0.7 1.108 1.001 0.063 -1.7
Table 2 presents the median parameters of ihe triplet samples under consideration for various
configurations. Here, Ntr is the number of triplets with the corresponding configuration, Sv (km
s−1) is the rms velocity of the galaxies in the group, Rh (kpc) is the harmonic mean radius of
the system, τ (1/H0) is the characteristic system crossing time, log(Mvir/M⊙) is the logarithm
of virial mass, log(L/L⊙) is the logarithm of the group’s total luminosity, (Mvir/L)/(M⊙/L⊙)
is the virial mass-to-light ratio, and N(E/S0)/(3Ntr) is the fraction of early-type galaxies in
each subsample. All of the calculations were performed using formulas from [4]; the Hubble
constant was assumed lo be H0 = 75 km s
−1 kpc−1. It can be seen from Table 2 that the LS
triplets are young systems with a long crossing time, a low rms velocity of the galaxies in the
group, and a large harmonic mean radius, while the triplets of the other two samples have a
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short crossing time, which may be indicate of their old age.
We see from Table 2 and Fig. 3 that the systems under consideration differ by the char-
acteristic separation between the galaxies. The Interacting triplets are the closest systems of
galaxies with a characteristic separation of the order of the galaxy size. The LS triplets are
widest, while the Northern and Southern triplets have an intermediate value of Rh, although
they are closer to the Interacting systems in all other characteristics. Despite these, as we
believe, evolutionary differences between the systems under consideration, certain dependences
on the configuration type (H, M, L, A) are observed for all samples. Such characteristics as
the system crossing lime τ , log(Mvir/M⊙), and log(L/L⊙) as well as the mass-to-light ratio
are systematically smaller for the galaxy triplets from all of the samples considered with an
hierarchical configuration. The largest values of these characteristics are characteristic of the
triplets with a Lagrangian and/or linear configuration. The Interacting triplets constitute an
exception, since very close chain-like systems represent a linear configuration here.
Table 2. Median of the kinematical and virial parameters for the LS, Interacting (In) and
Northern and Southern (NS) galaxy triplets and the fraction of early-type galaxies in them as
a function of the configuration type
Sample Ntr Sv Rh τ log(Mvir/M⊙) log(L/L⊙)
Mvir/L
M⊙/L⊙
N(E/S0)
3Ntr
H configuration
LS 82 33 103 0.45 11.47 10.24 24 0.21
In 21 81 23 0.04 11.56 10.76 14 0.30
NS 24 95 50 0.09 12.00 10.62 21 0.27
M configuration
LS 47 26 188 0.94 11.63 10.17 40 0.19
In 10 97 30 0.05 11.91 10.74 19 0.30
NS 25 95 59 0.09 12.24 10.54 51 0.23
L configuration
LS 10 22 251 2.36 11.44 9.99 46 0.13
In 3 108 44 0.06 12.23 10.86 14 0.25
NS 6 108 82 0.14 12.33 10.74 62 0.25
A configuration
LS 34 27 271 1.81 11.68 10.14 43 0.13
In 6 84 25 0.05 11.70 10.83 7 0.25
NS 9 128 73 0.15 12.45 10.63 70 0.25
The dependence of the harmonic mean radius Rh of a triplet on configuration parameter λ
gives the following regression equations (where R is the correlation coefficient and SD is the
standard (rms) deviation): logRh = 0.58 log λ + 2.46, R = 0.58, SD = 0.32 for the LS triplets;
logRh = 0.09 log λ + 1.45, R = 0.32, SD = 0.32 for the Interacting triplets; and logRh =
0.51 log λ + 1.93, R = 0.44, SD = 0.35 for the Northern and Southern triplets.
Thus, the correlation and the dependence are strongest for the LS triplets, the dependence
for the Northern and Southern triplets is slightly weaker, and no dependence is observed for the
close Interacting systems. Indeed, if the number of triplets in the sample is limited in Rh, then
the smaller the radius Rh the more the hierarchical systems remain in the sample. However, such
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dependences are typical only for the samples of LS and Northern and Southern triplets. There
is no such dependence for the Interacting triplets and the kinematic and virial characteristics of
a triplet depend weakly on its configuration type. It may be assumed, according to Fig. 3. that,
although the Northern and Southern triplets are, on average, compact, relatively wide systems
are also encountered among them (a system was selected in the catalog not by the compactness
criterion, as in the Interacting systems, but by the degree of isolation). Therefore, both wide
systems similar in properties to the LS triplets and close systems similar in properties to the
Interacting triplets can be encountered among the Northern and Southern triplets.
A morphological analysis of the triplets considered shows (Table 2) that the fraction of
early-type galaxies in the LS triplets in medium and hierarchical configurations is larger than
that in Lagrangian and linear configurations. The fraction of E/S0 galaxies for all LS triplets
is 18 %. There are 46 interacting galaxies from Vorontsov-Velyaminov’s catalog [29] in 35 LS
triplet systems; half of them also have an hierarchical configuration. Two triplets where all
three galaxies interact have a Lagrangian configuration. These data can also be interpreted in
a different way: of the 82 H triplets with a close pair, 11 pairs interact (13 %).
Analysis of the distribution of triplet configurations in the LS volume shows that, depending
on the mean radial velocity of the triplet, the number of triplets of various configurations
exhibits no statistically significant excess in the distribution for any configuration.
3 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We found differences in kinematical and virial characteristics of galaxy triplets from three sam-
ples of triplets, depending on the type of their configuration: H (hierarchical), M (medium), L
(Lagrangian), and A (linear). Such characteristics as the system crossing time τ , log(Mvir/M⊙),
log(L/L⊙), and the mass-to-light ratio (Mvir/L)/(M⊙/L⊙) are systematically smaller than
those for galaxy triplets with an hierarchical configuration for all of the samples considered.
These characteristics are largest for triplets with a Lagrangian and/or linear configuration.
Using the Agekyan-Anosova configuration diagram [1] and the method of configuration pa-
rameters [3, 12], we established a statistically significant excess of hierarchical configurations
in the sample of LS triplets (at 2.9σ and 4.1σ confidence levels, depending on the method,
respectively). According to [14], an hierarchical configuration can form during the first several
crossing times. Since the median crossing time is 0.87 for the entire ensemble of LS galaxy
triplets and 0.45 for the hierarchical configurations, this suggests that 1-3 crossings have al-
ready occurred in the systems, which could give rise to hierarchical configurations, This result
agrees with dynamical simulations [5, 17]. For example, Chernin et al. [17] found an excess of
hierarchical configurations in the simulated triplets at 6.4σ and 7.3σ confidence levels, depend-
ing on the presence or absence of hidden mass in the halo. When investigating an ensemble
of triple systems with individual halos, Ivanov et al. [5] showed than the initial position of a
triplet on the configuration diagram could not be traced even after 2.5 crossing times. They
also concluded that hierarchical configurations dominate among other configuration types in
the simulated triplets if dark matter is distributed in the halos of individual galaxies.
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We compared real and random triplets by randomly specifying three points in a circle of
unit radius and by projecting them onto a randomly oriented plane of the sky. Another method
could be a comparison of observed triplets with a uniform distribution of the same number of
points on the configuration diagram; the relative galaxy density αi, would then be equal to
unity (Fig. 2), while the excess of hierarchical configurations would be even larger, i.e., the
criterion we chose is more stringent. Of considerable importance is also the fact that we do
not simulate the physical triplets. However, the simulations by other researchers [5, 17] allow
conclusions about the distribution of dark matter to be reached by analyzing the distribution
of configurations of a specific sample.
In turn, the samples of Interacting and Northern and Southern triplets show no statisti-
cally significant predominance of hierarchical configurations. Previously, a similar result was
obtained for triple systems from the list of Northern triplets [3, 5,12,18,19, 30]. The model
of dark matter distributed in the volume of a triplet could explain these data, since the H
configurations of galaxy triplets become short-lived ones under these conditions [5, 13, 16, 19,
25]. Chernin el al. [17] showed that no excess of hierarchical configurations was observed in
the simulated triplets with dark matter concentrated in the common halo, as in the observed
Northern triplets. In addition to theoretical models, observational data also provide evidenee
for common halos of close groups. Extended X-ray halos were found in compact groups of
galaxies, in particular, in the triplet VV118 [24] from the sample of Interacting triplets and in
the Northern and Southern triplets KTS48 = HCG67, KTS66 =HCG90, and KTG50 = HCG68
(since Sv= 410 km s
−1 for the latter triplet, it was not included in the resulting sample) [27].
Da Rocha et al. [21] found a diffuse stellar component of the halo in several compact groups in
the optical range, but these observations are few in number and it is premature to talk about
any dependences. However, there are assumptions of an evolutionary nature, for example, that
the presence of a common (X-ray or diffuse) halo depends on the evolution level of the group,
which can be characterized by the morphological composition of the group, the activity of
galaxies in the group, and the separation between the components, the characteristic crossing
time τ [19-21]. The Interacting, Northern, Southern triplets are at a later evolutionary phase
than the LS galaxy triplets (τ = 0.04, 0.09 and 0.87, respectively). Since the median value of
the harmonic mean radius of the system in these two samples is almost equal to the size of one
galaxy (30-50 kpc), the individual and common halos of the triplet cannot be distinguished in
such close systems.
The morphological composition of the galaxies in a group can serve as an indicator of
whether there were mergers in the group in the past [19, 30]. There are 18 % of early-type
(E/S0) galaxies in the sample of LS triplets and 11 % among the isolated LS galaxies (the LS
sample is limited in radial velocity VLG < 3100 km s
−1). It was also found that the fraction of
early-type galaxies in the LS triplets in medium and hierarchical configurations is larger than
that in Lagrangian and linear configurations. Among the magnitude-limited samples, there are
33 % of early-type (E/S0) galaxies in the Interacting triplets, 19 % in the isolated CIG [7], and
23 % in the Northern and Southern triplets. This suggests that the maximum excess of early-
type galaxies in triplets compared to isolated galaxies is observed in the sample of Interacting
triplets, which are the ”oldest” systems.
Our results lead us to conclude that the hypothesis of dark matter concentrated in the
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halos of individual galaxies is better suited for dynamically ”young” LS triplets. Note that we
reached a similar conclusion previously [10] by analyzing the virial and total masses of galaxy
triplets. The hypothesis about dark matter concentrated in the common halo of a triplet is
consistent with compact systems, which the Interacting systems and some of the Northern and
Southern systems are.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1: Configuration diagram with a division into zones: (a) LS triplets, (b) Interacting
triplets, (c) Northern and Southern triplets, and (d) Northern and Southern triplets with Sv <
300 km s−1. Regions H, L, A, and M are hierarchical, Langrangian, linear, and medium
(intermediate) configurations, respectively. 9
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2: Distribution of triplets in configuration types normalized to the area of the configura-
tion region: (a) LS triplets, (b) Interacting triplets, (c) Northern and Southern triplets, and (d)
Northern and Southern triplets with Sv < 300 km s
−1. The dashed line represents a random
uniform distribution with allowance made for the projection effect (see the text).
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Figure 3: Distribution of galaxy triplets in harmonic mean radius Rh. The thick, thin, and
dashed lines represent the LS sample, the Interacting triplets, and the Northern and Southern
triplets, respectively.
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